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SOLUTION

�   Create a more robust online data collection solution by asking 
additional questions with responses available in a drop-down 
menu thereby improving the targeting of relevant information 
without adding excess material and information

�   Personalize the guide with name and variable images to 
depict their chosen destination as well as provide relevant 
travel information based on respondent’s place of origin

�   Reduce the size of the output from the current 112 pages

�   Develop a response matrix to account for approximately 
2,400 primary combinations of respondent answers

�   From the 5,000 plus respondents, randomly fulfi ll inquiries 
with either the traditional static fulfi llment package control 
piece or the variable, 24 page one to one guide

Variable direct response program says 
“hello” to dramatically reduced expenses

INDUSTRY:

Tourism

PROGRAM:

B2C – Pull, Acquisition

CLIENT:

Tourism BC

VARIABLE DESIGN, ENGINEERING, 
PROGRAMMING & PRINT PROVIDER:

Terminal Van Gogh

DIGITAL PRINT TECHNOLOGY 
PROVIDER:

Xerox

BACKGROUND

Fundamental to Tourism BC’s business success is enticing visitors to choose 
British Columbia as their vacation destination. To capitalize on a rising trend 
to augment traditional vacations with short getaways, Tourism BC launched 
its BC Escapes marketing campaign which included direct response TV, 
direct mail, email and print advertising and promotion. The campaign 
o� ered potential visitors free BC Escapes guides to help them plan their trip 
to British Columbia. 

The key challenge for Tourism BC is to provide depth and breadth of 
information yet remain specifi c to traveller’s needs and sway them to choose 
BC for their travel plans. Traditionally, Tourism BC o� ered two travel guides 
for a combined total of 112 pages that partially tailored the package based 
on fi ve regions. These guides were driven by responses to three basic 
questions. The guides were expensive to produce and distribute with 
postage exceeding $4.00 per package.

�   Determine a more cost-e� ective 
approach for getting BC travel 
information into the hands of 
campaign responders without 
sacrifi cing travel to British Columbia

�   Increase the amount of data capture 
about consumers; act on that data to 
put the consumer in contact with the 
right products and move them 
through the purchase cycle faster

OBJECTIVE
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79% reduction in waste; 25 % increase in ROI

RESULTS

�   Return on investment increased by 25% through reduced postage and paper costs

�   Postage costs were 145% less for the variable solution vs. the traditional control piece

�   79% reduction in page count for the variable solution dramatically reduced paper expenses

�   Signifi cant savings in warehousing and fulfi llment costs

�   Highly relevant consumer data capture will benefi t future campaigns

“ You can imagine we had a complex matrix due to all the variables. But once the planning was 
done, the whole thing ran like clockwork. Once a week Terminal Van Gogh would collect the 
data and the customized brochures were out the door a few days later.”
— Joel Tkach, Marketing Manager, Consumer Programs, North America, Tourism BC

COMPANY PROFILE

Tourism BC, a Crown Corporation, works closely with the province’s tourism industry to market BC to consumers and the travel 
industry around the world. Its mandate is to ensure continued long-term growth and prosperity of BC’s $13 billion tourism industry 
through a variety of joint marketing and promotional campaigns to increase revenues and employment while raising economic 
benefi ts for all British Columbians.

For more information please visit www.gov.bc.ca/tca

Variable drivers

A  Group Makeup

B  Region of Interest

C  Country

D  Demarkation Point

E  Airline / O� er

F  Budget

G  Primary Interest




